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FAQ0121 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Overflow event in TMR encoder mode 

Questions: 

Notes on Overflow event in TMR encoder mode 

Answer： 

In encoder counter mode, when a counter counts back and forth between 0 and PR, no overflow event is 
generated under an underflow or overflow condition. 

For example, set the TMRx_PR (period register) to 0xFFFF. 

1. Underflow: 

No Overflow event is generated when the counter value TMRx_CVAL is 0 and the counter counts down to 
0xFFFF. 

If counter value TMRx_CVAL is 1 and the counter counts down to 0xFFFF, an overflow event is triggered. 

2. Overflow 

When the counter value TMRx_CVAL is 0xFFFF and the counter counts up to 0, no overflow event is 
generated. If the counter value is TMRx_CVAL=0xFFFE and the counter keeps counting up to 0, an 
overflow event is then triggered. 

In other words, when the counter value TMRx_CVAL counts back and forth between 0 and 0xFFFF, there 
will be no overflow event to occur if the counter does not count to 1 or 0xFFFE. 

Solution 1: 

Set the channel 3 and 4 of encoder TMR as output mode, and set TMRx_C3DT= TMRx_PR and TMRx_C4DT= 
0, enable interrupts of channel 3 and 4. 

/* tmre output configuration */  

tmr_output_config_type tmr_oc_init_structure; 

tmr_output_default_para_init(&tmr_oc_init_structure); 

tmr_oc_init_structure.oc_mode = TMR_OUTPUT_CONTROL_SWITCH; 

tmr_oc_init_structure.oc_output_state = FALSE; 

tmr_oc_init_structure.occ_output_state = FALSE; 

/* output compare toggle mode configuration: channel3*/ 

tmr_output_channel_config(TMR3, TMR_SELECT_CHANNEL_3, &tmr_oc_init_structure); 

tmr_channel_value_set(TMR3, TMR_SELECT_CHANNEL_3, TMR3->pr); 

/* output compare toggle mode configuration: channel4*/ 

tmr_output_channel_config(TMR3, TMR_SELECT_CHANNEL_4, &tmr_oc_init_structure); 

tmr_channel_value_set(TMR3, TMR_SELECT_CHANNEL_4, 0x0); 

 

/* nvic configuration */ 

nvic_priority_group_config(NVIC_PRIORITY_GROUP_4); 

nvic_irq_enable(TMR3_GLOBAL_IRQn, 0, 0); 

/* tmr it flag clear */ 

tmr_flag_clear(TMR3, TMR_C3_FLAG|TMR_C4_FLAG); 
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/* tmr it enable */ 

tmr_interrupt_enable(TMR3, TMR_C3_INT | TMR_C4_INT, TRUE); 

/* 

If “channel 3 event & count down”, it means “underflow event”; 

If “channel 4 event & count up”, it means “overflow event”; 

*/ 

void TMR3_GLOBAL_IRQHandler(void) 

{ 

  if(tmr_flag_get(TMR3, TMR_C3_FLAG) != RESET) 

  { 

    tmr_flag_clear(TMR3, TMR_C3_FLAG); 

    if((TMR3->ctrl1 & 0x10) == TMR_COUNT_DOWN) 

    { 

      /*printf("down\r\n");*/ 

    } 

  } 

 if(tmr_flag_get(TMR3, TMR_C4_FLAG) != RESET) 

  { 

    tmr_flag_clear(TMR3, TMR_C4_FLAG); 

    if((TMR3->ctrl1 & 0x10) == TMR_COUNT_UP) 

    { 

      /*printf("up\r\n");*/ 

    } 

  } 

} 

Limitation to this method: If the input signal frequency of encoder counter is so fast that it requires software 
to enter interrupt routine and handle them repeatedly, this may cause some interrupts unable to be handled 
in time. Therefore this method is applicable to the scenario where an encoder’s external input frequency is 
not so fast. 

Solution 2: 

Use an enhanced timer (in this mode, TMRx_CVAL, TMRx_PR and TMRx_CxDT is extended from 16 bits 
to 32 bits) to expand the counting scope of positive and negative rotation of encoder. Setting TMRx_CVAL 
to TMRx_PR /2 would prevent timer from overflowing. 

Taking TMR2 as an example, the following code is used to enable enhanced TMR. 

/* enable tmr2 32bit function */ 

tmr_32_bit_function_enable(TMR2, TRUE); 

Limitation to this method: the positive and negative of encoder counter can only be allowed to run within a 
certain range. Keep it rotate in a single direction would cause overflow event. Therefore this method is 
applicable to the scenario where the positive and negative rotation of encoder can be controlled to rotate 
within a certain range. 

Type: MCU application 

Applicable products: AT32F4xx series 

Main function: TMR encoder 

Other function: None 
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